2 site context
Village growth and edge
The village has grown mainly to the south from its historic core
around the church and Green. The north western corner has
remained undeveloped due to its use for small brick pits and
farmland. The developed area runs alongside Chaul End Road
and Folly Lane. The site under consideration forms the remaining
quarter between Folly Lane and Dunstable Road.
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Of course Folly Wood and Cradle Spinney are valuable natural
assets to the village and the wider countryside, and whilst within
the area of consideration are seen as part of a rich landscape
network that can be conserved and enhanced as part of the village edge, providing a strong defining landscape edge.
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the diagrams, right and below, show the current extent of the village,
its significant open spaces and its road system.
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The village has capacity to contain new
development in an area close to the centre whilst
conserving and enhancing the woodlands and
green spaces.
CADDINGTON
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2 site context

Site analysis
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The area is largely well screened from open
countryside apart from along the west side of
the central hedgerow. There is some surface
water flow, and mature hedges contribute to a
sense of its connection to the wider landscape.

3 drivers for the masterplan

3 drivers for the masterplan
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3 drivers for the masterplan
The masterplan needs to be developed from a clear strategy that
means any development is complementary to the village and is related
to its form, density, topography, green networks and its pattern of
streets, lanes and footpaths. The land to the north west of the village
has remained largely undeveloped and development here would be
logical.
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Village form

church

•

settlement pattern: the village settlement is radial with
development blocks forming between the radiating movement
routes

•

creating a village edge: the village edge could be better defined
by vegetation, using the copses and woodlands that surround it as

village
centre

a framework
•

completing the village: the north west quarter will balance the
south eastern leaning of the village away from the village centre

•

density and distance: a village should grade in density to the rural
edge

•

movement and connections: the radial pattern should be
maintained and secondary links between the radial arteries
provide local connections

Caddington has grown south and east from its historic core around the
Green
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the proximity to the village centre shows the potential to create a
strong affinity to the village, by creating good connections

good foot and cycle path connections to the village centre means
development can be tailored to the green network and to the overall
village form

3 drivers for the masterplan
1 visibility

3 access & connections
•

retain enclosure

•

provide visual buffer to Folly
Wood

•

respect and improve setting of
FP9

•

FP9
visible from AONB
- enhance landscape features

retain existing woodlands, trees
and hedgerows as landscape
framework for proposals

•

to countryside

BW

6

enhance landscape structure in
visible western fields to provide
appropriate interface at new
settlement edge and AONB
boundary

FP9

enhance interface along
existing residential settlement
edges to respect limited views
into site

2 landscape character

BW
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to Heritage trail

•

improve quality and setting of FP9

•

create links within site to PRoW
network

•

enhance pedestrian and cycle
links from site to village centre and
amenities

•

deflect recreational pressure
from Folly Wood CWS through
alternative natural green space
provision on site

Church

to village centre

4 biodiversity
•

retain & enhance existing
woodlands, trees and
hedgerows which contribute to
landscape character

•

enhance landscape structure at
existing settlement interface

•

enhance landscape structure
to west and north, to create
appropriate interface between
new settlement edge and
AONB boundary

Folly Wood

Cradle
Spinney

•

create landscape buffer to Folly
Wood

•

create new woodland as
part of enhanced landscape
structure in line with strategy
for LCA

Folly Wood

new wetland
habitats

•

retain, enhance and
connectexisting woodlands,
trees and hedgerows as part of
ecological network

•

allow 20m buffer to Folly Wood
with semi-natural woodland
edge planting to control access,
enhance habitat and as reptile
receptor site

•

create new habitat associated with
surface water management

•

create alternative semi-natural
greenspace to offset potential
increased recreational pressure on
Folly Wood

•

create a mosaic of new habitats
appropriate to the location, using
local species, including woodland,
species rich meadows, wet habitats
and ponds
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3 drivers for the masterplan
Lower Chiltern village design precedent

Lower Chiltern village design precedent

Local settlements contain hints at character that can be adopted with
design of new development. The best villages and hamlets of the
district include clusters and ‘ends’ - focal green spaces that create
a hearth and heart to the small communities. Linear developments
contain a

Jockey End
A small green provides the focus for this settlement around a
Y-junction. With its cluster of formally arranged terraces on one side
and informal cottages on the other, the green village streets provide a
unifying element.

Chaul End

Aley Green
The old pub and workers cottages form the main focal point of
the village on a T-junction. Farm clusters sit on the secondary back
lane and create a looser relationship to the road along while later
development lines the road orthogonally.

The manor forms
the key focus with
barn buildings
and courtyard
development staking
secondary positions
around the main
lane.
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Church End
Church and farms grouped together with farm yards expanding with
workers cottages and barn conversions around a lane that respects
the place of the church building and churchyard at its centre. The farm
courts lie perpendicular to the road providing depth to plots with more
modest homes to the rear and main residences making prominent
frontages to the lane.

4 masterplan options

4 masterplan options
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4 masterplan options

a strong landscape network structure links the woodlands, spinney and hedgerows

a new
village
quarter
CADDINGTON
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A new village quarter for Caddington;
the proposed development area is a natural
extension of the existing village, close to
its central facilities and complementing its
movement network (vehicular, pedestrian and
cycle). The green network above shows how
the extension of the village could be limited by
a substantial green infrastructure boundary to
the Green Belt, limiting views from the Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty.

The strategy for the masterplan includes creating a new village quarter
by weaving together the core elements of the landscape, drainage
and hydrology patterns, the movement network and the built form.
The plan considers these key elements as strategic objectives and what
options there are for them as follows:
•

a strong green infrastructure network

•

attenuating surface water and overland flows

•

well connected movement routes

•

a built form with identity, forming a logical new quarter
to Caddington

A strong green network structure
The strategic development of the NW quarter of the village requires
a continuation on the gridded layout of field and lane patterns as
distorted by the local topography of small watercourses. Linking these
corridors creates a landscape framework that follows the patina of the
local area and creates opportunity for connecting wildlife resources.

Attenuating surface water to reduce runoff
Water runoff sometimes exceeds the capacity of the ground to absorb
it and localised flooding has been experienced at Mancroft Road.

run
off

green network
provides screening,
walking routes and
wildlife corridors

Ordnance Survey material by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of The Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office ©
Crown Copyright (2012). All rights reserved. Licence number 100042131

Masterplan objectives

surface water runoff is captured in watercourses, with ponds and
wetlands

4 masterplan options
br
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Well connected movement routes
Places are formed from a combination of movement, landscape,
building density, public space and built form (height, enclosure etc).
Places occur when the elements come together to form a contrasting
space to those around it. Caddington has its green and its shopping
parade but few other memorable spaces were designed into its
twentieth century layouts.
The development site is ideally located to connect laterally the public
right of way routes north of the village so significantly improving
perambulation opportunities around this section of the village.
Overlaying this will be a network of streets and lanes that will provide
not only access but create places through careful design of junctions,
greens and small rural square as are common to local Chiltern and
Bedfordshire villages. These spaces create a sense of purpose and
arrival to the development and provide an anchor to the hierarchy of
routes within this part of the village.
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Development needs to capture water in the lower parts of the site and
use it to create wetlands, swales, scrapes etc that will hold the water
and create rich new natural habitats.
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existing public rights of way

a new pedestrian network to link up the rights of way and improve
access to the countryside for everyone

street and lane
junctions that
create places
(based on Manual
for Streets)

square
or green

Movement routes go somewhere - to special
places and spaces that provide a focus or a
moment on the journey. They provide identity
and distinctiveness that add character and
legibility to the village.

vehicle access Option 1: a simple loop access link to contrasting sized
public spaces

junction
with
green

vehicle access Option 2: a gridded access layout with key
intersections forming small nodal spaces
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4 masterplan options
A built form with identity
Places are formed from a combination of movement, landscape,
building density, public space and built form (height, enclosure etc).
These are evident in local villages and ‘Ends’, rural lanes, often ending
in a farm cluster and cottages.
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reducing the density of development with distance from the village
centre
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the village centre at Caddington displays the higher densities and plot
area ratios around the historic plots now occupied by shops

w

grading densities towards the space increases at the edge of the
development allows space for larger gardens and increased tree cover
which creates a green open edge contrasting with a tighter built form
near the centre
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the resulting strategic spaces maintain a strong landscape structure
that can contain the rural character of an End along with wetland and
woodland screening from open country views

© Crown copyright (year we purchased the OS data). All rights reserved. Licence number 100042131

Strategically the development runs from 300m from the village centre
to open fields. Ensuring a density profile that grades from centre to
edge will assist in making the development fit with the patterns of the
village and create a soft, open structured edge.
Higher density of built form within the development can be used to
create enclosure to streets and junctions providing special places and
incidents that create legibility and identity. Lower densities at the
edge provide space for larger plots with large trees, gardens and
outbuildings.

4 masterplan options
Masterplan options
Proposal options address the strategic objectives but with variations
in the internal arrangement of the site and the way movement through
the site is achieved.

Whilst the option for a smaller scale of development (proposed at
option 3 below) undoubtedly provides some significant landscape
improvements and some public access to common land with meadows,
wetlands and woodland, it is clear that the slightly wider scope of
development, as proposed at options 1, 2 and 4 below would allow
gretaer landscape and biodiversity improvements. These options
create significantly greater scope for conservation and enhancements
to this ancient woodland and wildlife site. Together these form
substantial improvements to the local green infrastructure.

common

common

Option 1: internalised main street network with hierarchy of large and
small greens both internally and on the edges. Large common around
Folly Wood and Cradle Spinney

common

Option 3: limited development or common land to west and wide gap
to Folly Wood. Low level of development with intimate focal greens or
squares

Option 2: externalised main street network with greens or squares
around the edges. Large common around Folly Wood and Cradle
Spinney

common

© Crown copyright (year we purchased the OS data). All rights reserved. Licence number 100042131

The sensitivities in balancing the extent of development with its effects
on the surrounding landscape and its ecology mean that there are
options to be considered, as part of the local Plan-making process.

Option 4: internal main street network to the development provide
linked series of very small greens or squares. More extensive common
land around three sides of Folly Wood
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natural green space to deflect
recreational pressure from
Folly Wood

4 masterplan options

densely planted woodland
edge to restrict access to the
ancient woodland

illustrative masterplan Option A
Parcel 2 and 4

central green acts as small
square creating a focus to the
development

pedestrian and cycle
access to Folly Lane and
village centre
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natural green space to deflect
recreational pressure from
Folly Wood

densely planted woodland
edge to restrict access to the
ancient woodland

central green acts as small
square creating a focus to the
development
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illustrative masterplan Option B
masterplan
Parceloptions
2, 3 and 4

pedestrian and cycle
access to Folly Lane and
village centre
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4 masterplan options
Masterplan components
Ecology

Density

Key buildings

The illustrative masterplan has been designed to avoid and reduce
potential adverse effects on the most valuable ecological features
within the site Opportunities have been taken to protect and enhance
retained habitats. The extensive areas of habitat creation and
enhancement proposed would deliver a net gain in biodiversity, in
accordance with both local and national planning policy requirements.

Drainage
One of the factors which led to the high flows during the flooding
at Dunstable Road/Mancroft Road is the natural geology of the
catchment with a surface layer of clay that can become saturated
during prolonged wet periods. This means that water flows over the
surface and cannot infiltrate into the ground- hence a flashy and high
peak flow in the surrounding ditches and road culverts.
According to planning requirements and policies, any development
in this catchment will need to manage surface water so that the rates
of runoff from a new scheme are no greater than the current rates;
however, where the surface clay layer is not too thick, development
can also offer an opportunity to provide features which break through
the clay layer and down to the chalk- therefore providing a means for
water to infiltrate into the ground and removing it from the ditches.

figure ground showing how the density of the development sits within
the context of the surrounding village and how the density grades
lower with distance from the village centre with small areas of higher
density (terraces) around squares and greens

Green space

showing how key buildings, both terraces and individual buildings
provide legibility to the street network and focal points to spaces

Access and movement

The masterplan includes a series of SuDS features which promote
infiltration down to the chalk layer in areas where this is feasible and
allow for a limited discharge into the adjacent ditches. These features
will primarily comprise basins and channels or swales which will be
designed to provide amenity and/or biodiversity interest as well.

the green space network provides a linked series of landscapes that
can be designed to enhance the countryside, provide greater access
for recreation, improve wildlife opportunities, deal with water runoff
attenuation and screen development from views where required
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access is improved for people using the countryside whilst conserving
the more sensitive areas from over use. The development provides
excellent walking and cycling links to the village so reducing the need
to use vehicles for short trips

4 masterplan options
Access

Landscape

The proposed access is to be located Dunstable Road. This offers
the proposed development a direct access onto this strategic road
connecting to Caddington Village, Dunstable to the north west and
Luton to the east.

The site lies adjacent to the boundary of the Chilterns AONB. Whilst
there are no public rights of way within the AONB that have views
of the site, the site does form part of the setting of the AONB on the
western edge of Caddington.

The location of the access allows for a direct route for pedestrians
to reach Caddington Village centre. There is opportunity to explore
improvements to pedestrian and also cycle facilities from this location
to the village to offer an enhanced experience including the provision
of footways on the northern side of Dunstable Road. This would link
onto the proposed footway and zebra crossing on the approach to
Caddington Village as part of the Caddington Oaks scheme. This
would be in line with the sustainable approach taken by CBC in the
recent draft Local Plan document.

There is an abrupt transition of character, at present, between the
urban edge and agricultural fields. The development proposals aim
to conserve and enhance the existing landscape features, including
woodland and hedgerows, and use these as a framework for an
enriched landscape structure. The development will be set within
an enhanced landscape of new woodland, woodland edge and
grasslands, connecting tree belts and hedgerows, wetlands and
ponds. This will offer enhanced recreational opportunities, green
infrastructure and links to the wider countryside in line with the
landscape strategy for the landscape character area. In addition
the enriched landscape will enhance the urban/rural interface and
setting of the AONB to produce “new” countryside of genuine quality,
reinterpreting the diversity and character of the past.

Bus stops are located in close proximity to the site and are easily reachable
on foot, with the closest stop serving routes 231 and BMH1 being
approximately 100m west of the proposed development access. These
buses route to the local schools as well as Dunstable and Luton town centre.
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4 masterplan options
wooded common
rural square or green

footpath links to village
centre
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masterplan perspective view in the village context
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